One remembers the tense groups listening in to the radio, the distribution of gas masks to the privileged few, the panicky news from the business world during those days. ' Britain hearm ' During the rather fitful breathing space of the next year, Britain did her best to rearm herself for the conflict which seemed to be coming. The Air Force increased their fighter planes from the squadron or so they possessed at the time of ' Munich' to the hundreds that were ready to repel the invading Luftwaffe in the Battle of Britain in 1940. The hospitals of London, as well as those of Great Britain, had many important conferences and committees, planning, coordinating, arranging supplies, preparing should another international crisis threaten. A plan was devised for each of the teaching hospitals of London to control a sector of the medical facilities of the metropolis and the adjacent country side. In the summer of 1939, war clouds threatened, and the various preparations of the military and hospital authorities soon became evident. Searchlight practices; balloon barrage; convoys of army lorries, tanks and Bren gun carriers; air raid precautions; first aid classes; stretcher parties, rescue and demolition squads; gas decontamination facilities; all these were organized. Instructions about, and demonstrations of, dealing with incendiary bombs, air raid shelters in the home, and the gas proof room at home were made.
Crisis 1939
As political relations deteriorated, black-out trials, distribution of gas masks and voluntary evacuation were arranged. In hospitals, patients were classified as to whether they could or need be evacuated. Each patient had his bundle of clothes, etc., gas mask, and case notes ready and tied to his bed, awaiting the evacuation order, medical students and others set to and dug up lawns and gardens, filling sandbags f9r protecting buildings. Steel supports were erected in important buildings to assist in the support of the main beams of the building, and all glass windows were protected by cellophane or netting strips. The operating theatres were transferred from the upper stories to the ground floor, and in our hospital, ' Sunday morning radio on 3rd September, the declaration of war. Within half an hour of this announcement, the air raid sirens sounded the first warning of the war. Its effect was electric. People in the streets ran for shelters, mostly basements, with mob hysteria in our district. Panic stricken people clamoured for protection from the hospital, but a firm and wise rule published previously in the hospital said that only the injured and ill should be admitted in these circumstances. This alarm?a false one as it proved to be? lasted only a few minutes, but it gave the people some confirmation that a severe trial for them had already begun.
During the day, parties of the hospital staff left for various hospitals to which they had been appointed, some of them several miles out in the county. Expecting some tens of thousands of casualties that night, many of these people were alarmed to find how inadequately some of these hospitals were supplied. One of these hospitals had 200 beds and blankets, 2 artery forceps and 24 female silver catheters. It was fortunate that hostilities were delayed because in that time the proper organization and equipment of these hospitals were quickly attained. Within about two months most of these hospitals were able to admit and treat most medical and surgical cases adequately. The 'phoney' war, 1939-40 For some nine months the emergency services of A.R.P. in medical work and air raid protection were almost idle. The hospitals did little clinical work.
Evacuees of all sorts drifted back to London. The folk who had been obliged to be hosts began to complain of their billetees. Various difficulties of personnel and personalities began to crop up. A very severe winter occurred and gave much trouble to travellers, disorganized sanitary arrangements, and produced many pulmonary diseases amongst service men. Clinical material became more plentiful and the emergency hospitals were used more and more for these service cases.
In May, Germany advanced through Holland and Belgium, and the retreat from Dunkirk and the fall of France followed. The casualties from this operation were mainly distributed among the hospitals of the South Coast, and we saw only occasional cases from that evacuation.
In September, the Battle for Britain began in earnest. The Availing sirens used to go fairly regularly soon after dusk and the warning often would last till nearly dawn. (ii) Large skull wounds, and brain damage. 
